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CAM350 is a Microsoft Windows-based suite for programmable logic controllers (PLCs) of the type used in many
manufacturing industries to automatically control industrial processes and processes that involve materials handling. [@cam350]
PLCs are devices that control industrial processes using a combination of data from sensors, computers, or other devices with
logic based on an interpreted [@cam350] program language. The output of a PLC is typically a switch, actuator, or
motor. [@PCB_Manual] PLCs are used in an extremely wide variety of industrial applications. A subset of applications that are
well suited to using CAM350 includes; robotics, machine tools, sheet metal, and electronics manufacturing, to name a few.
There are numerous benefits to a PLC with CAM350. A major benefit is that CAM350 was designed to be configurable and
programmable for a large number of industries. [@Cam_Industries] This not only makes CAM350 more robust for a wider
variety of industry applications, but also enables CAM350 to adapt and optimize for individual processes, applications, and
industries. In addition to the benefits of the configurable nature of CAM350, CAM350 also allows for output generation.
CAM350 was designed to create output files in “Feature Views”. [@features] Feature views are files that provide for an
understanding of the fabrication of the finished product. They provide the parameters for generating a CAD file. A feature view
allows the user to add information about the finished product using a programming language. CAM350 can directly generate a
Feature View with CAD file data that is extracted from the CAM350 database. A CAM350 feature view is a file that conforms
to a GDS [@gds] file. GDS is a standard data format used in automated manufacturing to describe the layout of a
product. [@gds] It allows for the interchange of CAD data between multiple CAD programs. CAM350 has been successfully
adopted by numerous PCB manufacturers. It is used to generate component placement for standard PCBs as well as to create
full assemblies. [@wolff] CAM350 can efficiently generate output in both single and multiple passes. Output can be generated
in a few different formats; including; GDS, GDS II, GPIB, and ASCII. [@cam350] CAM350 can output to a variety of
different file formats to allow for compatibility with the majority of CAD applications.
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February 9, 2022 - No specific information about version 7.5. Please visit the CAM350 home page on Software Informer. Share
your experiences: â– Give examples of CAM350 related issues you encountered while working on the project. â– Give
examples of useful tips that you think will help others when using the CAM350. â– Send an email to jo@cam350.net as soon as
possible. â– Attach a copy of the website page where you found the CAM3500 to your letter. ï¿½ fffad4f19a
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